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Who am I?
My name is R. Shawn Williams, MFA. I’m a thinker and strategist.
More importantly I’m an artist who’s medium is design. My visual works
are measurable artifacts and evidence that there was thought, behind
their creation. Thank you for reviewing the solutions I’ve had the
pleasure of providing for multiple industries for over 20 years.

Interesting Facts
Quick Learner
Problem Solver
Empathy for Users
Stakeholder Engaged
Influencer
Flexibility
Challenge Addict
Relationship Builder
Experience Enthusiast
Agent of Change
Advocate of Non-Opinion Based Solutioning
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Process
IDENTIFY PROBLEM

Customer Needs
Business Needs
Usability Needs
Technology Constraints
Environment Shifts

MAKE SURE IT’S A PROBLEM

Interviews
Research
Collaboration
Stakeholder Engagement
Testing

SOLUTION

Iteration
Testing
Research
Data Analysis
Design Strategy
Information
Architecture
User Interface
Prototyping

MEASURING SUCCESS

Executive Intent
Critical Success Factors
KPI’s
Measures
Metrics
Marketing/ Branding Goals
Usability Criteria
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State Farm Drive Safe and Save (DSS) Mobile App:
Goal: DSS is a program based on the premise that the fewer miles a customer
drives and the safer they drive, the more they save on auto insurance. The goal
was to convey that State Farm cares about drivers and their safety, and wants to
help them drive safer, save money on insurance, get in less accidents and feel
more empowered behind the wheel – no matter what scenario comes their way.
My Role: As UX Lead, I guided my team to review existing research and customer
data and created a design strategy (Executive Intent, Target Users, Personas,
Marketing/Branding Goals, Success Criteria, Critical Success Factors, and
Content Strategy) to present to stakeholders and development partners. After
getting sign off, we did further competitive and best in class analysis to influence UX
leadership and kickoff research sessions to A/B test our designs and iconography.

^Back To Top

$15.82
# of Vehicles
Total Discount

86 Miles

Status of
Connection

5

More Tips

85%

Result: The new app will have revitalized graphics and copy and the Drive Safe &
Save app will offer detailed info about individual driving behaviors. The new app will
not only strengthen the brand, but will also help drivers become more cognizant
of their driving behaviors. We also implemented new features (cross-selling,
conversational messaging, coaching, etc.) that make the SF mobile experience
more integrated and consistent across all mobile apps that State Farm provides.
UX Tools Used:
		User Journeys
		User Research
		User Testing
		Personas
		Use Cases
		Competitive Analysis
		
“Best in Class” Analysis
		Design Strategy
		Service Design
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State Farm Customer Identity Management (CIM)
(Registration and Login)
Goal: State Farm CIM covers everything that involves a user passing
along information to gain access to products. That covers registration,
biometrics, and login on web, mobile web, and mobile apps. The goal
was to make this process more seamless, consistent and usable for the
customer as well as protect the company from hackers (SF registration
pages is attacked over 50,000 times per day).
My Role: As UX Lead, my first priority was gaining the trust of
stakeholders who were historically anti-UX by leveraging functioning
prototypes that showed examples of an updated user-friendly UI kit.
Next, we facilitated design thinking workshops with stakeholders
with an emphasis on the security and fraud representatives to work
on identifying personas with an emphasis on the threat persona.
We also hosted weekly working sessions with UX, development
and business representatives for involvement with wireframes
and user flows.
Result: The end result was a redesigned interface aligned with industry
standards. The solution puts a focus on the users’ ability to access SF
products quickly. It is also designed to protect the user information from
would-be hackers with features such as two factor authentication. We
also created a plan to provide ongoing updates to the UI as back-end
security processes are updated, to thwart online risks.
UX Tools Used:
		Design Workshops
		Prototyping
		UI Kit
		Information Architecture
		Service Design
		Working Sessions
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Relief-Link: A Suicide Prevention App
Goal: I was approached by Emory University Department of Psychiatry and
Behavioral Sciences to assist with developing a user-friendly mobile app designed
to provide continuity and follow-up linkages for people at risk for suicide.
http://news.emory.edu/stories/2013/09/kaslow_relieflink_app/campus.html
My Role: As User Experience consultant, I developed a moderator’s guide to
facilitate a focus group of at-risk people (who helped highlight the importance
of including specific features in the app), provided UI and visuals for the mobile
app, facilitated a hack-a-thon to help with development and user-testing, and
developed a social media strategy to provide awareness.
Result: The Relief-Link app includes mood and behavior monitoring
and tracking, safety planning, medications and appointment
reminders, a help center map locator, built-in coping tools
(e.g., relaxation and mindfulness exercise, relaxing radio
music), an emergency button that can connect patients
to helplines, providers, 911, and friends/family. Named
“Relief-Link,” the app won first prize ($50,000) in the Suicide
Prevention: Continuity of Care and Follow-up App Challenge
sponsored by SAMHSA (Substance Abuse & Mental Health
Services Administration). The app was presented Monday, Sept. 16
at the White House as part of the Behavioral Health Technologies
Innovations Conference.

UX Tools Used:
		User Research
		User Testing
		Focus Group
		
Social Media Campaign
		UI
		Information Architecture
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Latin American Association
Goal: The Latin American Association (501 c3) wanted to redesign
their website and asked for proposals. As a nonprofit, time is short
and donations are of the utmost importance and a priority in the
website redesign.
My Role: As User Experience consultant, I started with researching their
current business goals and documented their pain-points.
I also did a review of their online content and analytics to inform
personas and target audiences.
Result: The result was a website that was accessible from
any device, and that provided time saving automation for
online tasks. The website also streamlined the donation
process for donors and made it a priority feature on
the homepage with compelling stories on what the
LAA are able to accomplish with the donations.

UX Tools Used:
		User Research
		Design Strategy
		Information Architecture
		UI
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Missouri State Representative Kim Gardner
Goal: I was approached by Gardner’s campaign manager to assist in
her efforts to become Missouri State Representative for the 77th district.
She had a strong campaign platform that resonated well with her audience,
but was challenging a well-known candidate and she was relatively new
and not known.
My Role: As User Experience consultant, I embedded myself within
the political team to identify ways that design can solve the campaign
pain points. I developed a plan of action that supported Gardner’s
messaging consistently across multiple platforms and created
innovative visuals that hammered home the campaign messaging.
I also was able to develop a dynamic foundation based on
automation to deliver content as quickly and consistent as possible
to multiple platforms.
Result: The result was a social media campaign, email
campaign,responsive website, billboards, mailers, and door
knockers that helped widen her reach, share her platform
messaging and secure a landslide victory.

77

REAL SOLUTIONS FOR REAL PROBLEMS

VOTE TUESDAY, AUGUST 5

UX Tools Used:
		User Research
		Design Strategy
		Information Architecture
		UI
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Gas-Up: On Demand Fuel Delivery Mobile App
Goal: GasUp began as a case study to demonstrate how design
thinking can solve everyday problems. This effort eventually led to
a full-fledged startup with working MVP and small pilot area. The
problem was users disdain towards the gas station experience. In
Atlanta, traffic is a huge issue along with gas deserts, so access to
gas stations is an issue.
My Role: I started with “why?” Researching and interviewing why people
didn’t care for the gas station experience (hygiene, safety, times, access,
etc.) and what they thought would be a viable substitute. I also did focus
group testing of prototypes and researching price points.
I later took on a partner who had a background in
Silicon Valley as well as in transportation and logistics.
Result: The result was a user-friendly, MVP mobile
app that piloted in a small area in Atlanta. We were
able to use this app to impact the mental modal of
how people think about fuel, everyday problems,
and the cost of convenience. We also partnered with
a large-scale distributor to not only offer convenient
delivery of gas to cars, but also offer it at a discount.

gas up

UX Tools Used:
		Prototyping
		Card Sorting
		Design Strategy
		Service Design
		User Research
		UI
		Information Architecture
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Thank You For Your Time
shawn@consultwill.com
www.consultwill.com
314-607-1432

